
Our Topic Is.. 

Oceans and 

Islands  

Trips and Visitors 

Forest school sessions for science work on habitats  

Design Technology 

Evaluate, design and make 

sandwiches for out garden par-

ty to celebrate the King’s coro-

nation. . 

 

Art— 

We will use a variety of techniques 

make Collages  

We will cut , tear, coil twist and fold 

paper.  

We will look at the wor 

History/Geography 

wW will  be learning the name  of the 5 oceans.  

We will learn what is an island and identify some of 

the islands around the world. We will compare  the 

Uk and Caribbean . We will use maps to identify 

countries, continents , seas and oceans. 

We will be learning about the Coronation of King 

Charles  III 

Science 

Plants different parts of a plant and what do they need to 

grow?  Plants we eat. How palnts change through the sea-

sons. 

Habitats : comparing local habitats  pond, woodland and 

meadow with habitats in the Caribbean rainforest, coral reef 

and dry areas.   

PSHE 

Healthy lifestyles—keeping clean, 

staying safe 

Healthy relationships—getting on 

with others.  

 

Don’t Forget : 

PE is every  Thursday  please come to school wearing your 

P.E kit.  

Forest school Wednesday. The children can come dressed 

ready for forest school with waterproofs and wellies in a bag 

to put on after lunch. No school uniform is needed . 

Music – In Music with Mrs Kessell –Fell  we will  be look-

ing at music from different islands around the world.  

We will learn songs, play singing  games , perform using 

instruments and move to the different styles of music.  

Maths we will be following the NCTEM mastery approach.  

Multiplication and division.  

Place value 

Fractions 

Money  

Time  

RE 

How do we celebrate special times . 

Who did Jesus spend time with?  

 

PE 

Ball skills including tennis and  cricket  

Athletic skills including  those needed for 

sports day.  

Computing 

Internet safety  and online bullying  

Busy bodies from barefoot computing 

English 

We will look at fiction , non fiction and poetry texts. 

The lion inside By Rachel Bright 

Poetry fruit salad  

Plum by Tony Mitton 

Apples by John Siddique 

If I were an apple Anon  

The Curious case of the Missing Mammoth By Ellie Hattie and 

Karl James Mounford  


